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Here’s Some Other Important Information:

GIFT CERTIFICATES: Available in any denomination.  No extra cost! No expiration! 
     

CONSIGNMENT - PEN PURCHASES: We usually accept a small number of consignments.  Ask about

consignment rates (we reserve the right to turn down consignments), or see the website for details.  We are also always
looking to purchase one pen or entire collections.
     

ABBREVIATIONS:
    

        Mint   - No sign of use             Fine   - Used, parts show wear
Near Mint  - Slightest signs of use            Good  - Well used, imprints may be almost
 Excellent  -  Imprints good, writes well, looks great  gone, plating wear

                   Fine+  -  One of the following: some brassing,             Fair  - A parts pen
                                     some darkening, or some wear
            ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LF     - Lever Filler         HR     - Hard Rubber
PF     - Plunger Filler (ie. Sheaffer)                 BCHR     - Black Chased Hard Rubber
PIF    - Piston Filler (ie. Montblanc)    RMHR     - Red Mottled (Red & Black) Hard Rubber
PK     - Push Knob Filler (Montblanc)         CF     - Cartridge Filler
GPT  - Gold Plated Trim                     ED      - Eyedropper Filler
GFT  - Gold Filled Trim                    CPT      - Chrome Plated Trim

 BF     - Button Filler      NPT      - Nickel Plated Trim
CRF  - Crescent Filler (ie. Conklin)        

     

RETURN PRIVILEGES, POSTAGE and WARRANTEES (see website for complete information):
    
You have five (5) days from receipt of a pen to return it for any reason.  All pens are restored unless specifically noted in
the description.  Postage & Insurance are additional.  All pens are shipped insured.  For shipments in the US we prefer
USPS, and outside the US we prefer Express Mail International.  We will of course use other shippers at customer
request.

Generally, our pens are warranted for 90 days.  Unfortunately, we sometimes cannot restore some modern pens (post-
1970) due to lack of parts or inaccessibility to the mechanisms (many modern pen companies manufacturer their pens
with the plan that no restoration will ever be done). If we can’t restore the pen, you may still have some recourse through
the manufacturer or distributor. We can provide contact information for you on request. Thank you for your understanding.
    

NIBS: Note: A Semi-Flex nib will flex with moderate pressure.  A light hand will see no line variation.
    
When reading item descriptions, please assume each nib is original for its pen, and is 14K gold, unless otherwise noted. 
    

******************************************************************************************

Check out our Website - www.gopens.com

See our website for: 

~Catalog photos in color, plus a downloadable color copy you can print at home.
~Information about our book “Waterman Past & Present - The First Six Decades”

~Protective Shipping & Storage tubes.
~White Slotted Storage boxes.
~Glass Covered Storage/Display Boxes.
~Slotted Trays for chests, boxes and drawers.
~Subscription information.
~Historical Catalogs for reference.
~Information on our Warrantees.
~Our Privacy Policy.
~Secure Credit Card Submission.
~Customer Feedback.
~And more...



Extraordinary Pens

1 Conklin 1905 S3 Crescent-fill in gold-filled "Art Nouveau Filigree" overlay on Black Hard Rubber. Slip cap. Medium/fine,
extra-flexible nib. Cap indicia lightly engraved in script, "KVP." Correct crescent bar with no engraving. A
very early and rare model. Near mint in original box.

$1200

2 Parker 1918 "Black Giant" eyedropper-fill in Black Hard Rubber. Parker's first "Giant," the "Red Giant," introduced in
1909 at $10, failed because the cap was too brittle and Parker was losing too much money honoring their
warrantees. This was less of a problem with the "Black Giant," introduced soon afterwards. These are
found clipless, with a "split" clip (open in the back), and a full washer clip (such as this model. They also
are found with no cap imprint, like this example, and with a "Parker Black Giant" cap imprint. The pen
also came in two lengths; this being the longer version. The huge #12 nib is a sight to behold (medium).
Very rare, very beautiful and very desirable!  Some wear to the barrel imprint (all but the very center fully
readable), otherwise near mint. 

$1200

3 Parker 1936 “Secretary” Imperial Vac in Black. GFT. Red, ball-shaped, telephone dialer on very top of cap. Highly
visualated barrel. Barrel threads are at the very top of the gripping section (as they are on all Imperial
Vacs). Barrel is factory imprinted “SECRETARY.” Extremely rare! Fine nib. Near mint+

$850

4 Parker 1945 51 Vacumatic in Nassau (rare color). 14K Solid Yellow and Pink Gold Empire Cap (rare cap). Fine nib.
Near mint+ (rare condition). 

$2750

5
6

Parker 1952 51 Presidential Aerometric-fill set in 14K solid gold. Medium/fine nib. Near mint+ in box (more likely
originally for a Signet or Flighter set) with perfectly clear plyglass and no signs of use. The inside of the
box is a bit soiled, mostly in the grooves for the pen and pencil. The elastic which holds the pencil is
missing.  Cap-activated Pencil for above set.

$3000

6. Parker 1952 Cap-activated Pencil for above set. Set

7 Parker 1949 51 Aerometric-fill in Sterling Silver Scalloped (Fish Scale) cap & barrel. Excruciatingly rare and strikingly
beautiful! Hallmarked “Parker Argent 1er T” (designating 950 Sterling Silver). Argent was Parker’s factory
commissioned jewelry house for overlays produced in France. Medium nib. Near mint+ with no signs of
use and a perfectly clear plyglass. 

$3750

8
9

Montblanc 1955 88 PIF in Gold-filled set. Alternating Pinstripes and Plain panels. Semi-hooded double-broad nib. Near

mint in box (small ink stain in box).  “Clip-activated” Ball Pen for above set.

$1150



10
11

Montblanc 1951 744 Meisterstuck PIF set in Black Celluloid (prior to “Precious Resin”) with .900 Silver Overlay in
alternating Barley & Smooth panels (very rare!). Visualated window with perfect pinstriping. Two-toned
medium nib. Barrel engraved, “Dr. Luiz Colago.” Near mint+ in box. 772 Pix repeater pencil for above set.

$1500

12 Montblanc 1939 139 Meisterstuck PIF in Black Celluloid. Rare, long window model with perfect pinstriping. GFT with outer
cap bands in sterling silver. Three-toned 14C double-broad, italic nib. Near mint + (could be new-old-
stock).  

$4500

13 Montblanc 1990 149 Meisterstuck PIF Clear Transparent Demonstrator. By far, one of the rarest 149s there is! 2-tone,
14K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$3750

14 Soennecken 1935 Prasident 1 BF in Black. The very rare, first year Prasident with the bulbous cap lip. Visualated barrel. To
access the filler button, the sleeve on the bottom of the barrel retracts by turning anticlockwise. The pen
uses a filler tube (like a Parker Vacumatic) so several pushes of the white casein button are applied to
completely fill the pen. GFT. Large medium nib. Near mint+. 

$1600

15 Soennecken 1933 Rheingold 616 BF in Black. A top-of-the-line model. “Eagle” logo in cap top. GFT. Visualated barrel. The
black sleeve surrounding the button on the bottom of the pen screws into the barrel so the user can
depress the white button and fill the pen. When in the “down” position the sleeve prevents accidental
pushing the button. Fine nib. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock).

$900

16 Wahl
Eversharp

1931 Doric oversize in Cathay (Light Green). One of the rarest and most beautiful of the Doric Celluloids. NPT.
Signed “#9" adjustable nib; from fine, stiff to medium, extra-flexible. Near mint+, without even a hint of
discolor or crystallization. You’ll never find a better example! 

$3000

17 Waterman 1997 Le Man 100 cartridge/converter-fill in 18K Solid Gold “Godron” (fluted) pattern. Two-tone, 18K fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and cartridges. Converter included. This was a special
edition, most certainly below 100 pieces, perhaps even below 50 pieces, with an original retail price of
$11,000 or more.

$5500

18 Waterman 1927 Model #7 LF in Red Ripple with “Pink” color band on the cap and “Pink” imprinted nib. 7 “Pink” LF in Red
Ripple. This has become one of the “holy grails” of pendom, because of its wonderful fine, triple-flexible
nib. Waterman color-coded their caps and nibs for easy selection of the type of nib the user wanted.  This
was their answer to the Wahl Eversharp “Personal Point” pens. I’ll call this “User Grade” due to some
minor trim brassing and imprint wear (not easily readable), but the saving grace is the incredible nib!

$950



Some Wonderful Vintage Pelikan Pens

19 Pelikan 1931 100 PIF in Translucent Amber Celluloid with Green Pearl Binde. Very early 1931 model with the early
“long section” and 4 vent holes in the cap. GFT. Medium, flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$650

20 Pelikan 1933 100 PIF Emege in Blue Pearl. See pen below for information about Pelikan Emege. Extremely rare! GFT.
Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.  

$1400

21 Pelikan 1935 100N Magnum Emege PIF in Tortoise with Red Hard Rubber cap, inner cap and turning knob. Pelikan's
only oversize vintage pen. GFT. The inner-cap imprinted "Emege," representing Pelikan's licensed
Portugese. Fine nib. Visualated barrel. Bottom cap band is “wavy” and the imprint around the bottom
edge of the inner cap is very worn (readable with a loop), otherwise near mint.

$1700

22 Pelikan 1936 100 PIF in Green Pearl. GFT. Amber visualated barrel. Medium, flexible nib. Near mint. $375

23 Pelikan 1937 100 PIF in Grey Marble (rare color). GFT. Amber visualated barrel. Medium, italic, slightly oblique nib. A
touch of edge cap band brassing, otherwise near mint.

$800

24 Pelikan 1937 101N PIF in Lizard. Amber visualated barrel. Rarer version with nickel plate trim rather than gold filled
trim. Fine, flexible nib. Slightest wear to the cap top logo (all present), otherwise near mint. 

$1350

25 Pelikan 1937 100CN PIF in Red Pearl (very rare). GFT. Amber visualated barrel. Original wartime chromium-nickle nib
(broad). One small scar on the back of the bottom cap band, otherwise near mint.

$1250

26 Pelikan 1952 100N PIF in Grey Marble (rare). GFT. Green acrylic visualated barrel. Medium, italic nib. Near mint. $600

27 Pelikan 1953 101N PIF in Tortoise with matching cap and red turning knob and inner cap (rare). GFT. Green acrylic
barrel window. Fine, extra-flexible nib. Near mint+. Odd small factory “7300" engraving at the bottom of
the barrel. Does anyone know what this is for?

$1100

28 Pelikan 1955 400N in Brown Striped. Very rare, made only for one year, in between the 400 (1950) and the 400NN
(1956). Has a longer cap and a more rounded barrel. GFT. Visualated barrel. Medium/fine, semi-flexible
nib. A little brassing to the bottom edge of the cap band, otherwise near mint.

$450

29 Pelikan 1955 400N in Green Striped. See model details above. GFT. Visualated barrel. Fine, semi-flexible nib. Nr mint. $475



A page of Great Vintage Eyedropper-fill Vintage Pens

30 Anonymous 1900 #2 Taper Cap eyedropper-fill in Black Hard Rubber. Abalone barrel with two repousse GF bands.
Medium/fine nib. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock).

$400

31 A.A. Waterman 1902 #2 Taper Cap eyedropper-fill in BHR with Gold-filled repousse “Snails in Diamonds” pattern. Rare and
beautiful! Fine, semi-flexible nib. Near mint+.

$600

32 Columbus 1917 #2 Safety eyedropper-fill in Smooth 18K Rolled Gold (gold-filled). Wonderful condition for a 100 year old
pen. Fine, semi-flexible nib. Near mint. Unrestored.

$200

33 Eagle 1900 #2 eyedropper-fill in Red Mottled Hard Rubber (very rare). GFT. Ringed gripping section, designed to
prevent finger slipping. Medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$175

34 Kaweco 1928 Sport Octagonal #9 Safety eyedropper-fill in Black Chased Hard Rubber. Long-short model (3 ½" closed;
5 3/4" open and cap posted). Broad, flexible nib. A tad of cap imprint wear, otherwise near mint.

$225

35 MacKinnon, D 1880 “Fluid Pencil” eyedropper-fill stylographic pen in Black Chased Hard Rubber with (2) gold-filled repousse
bands and repousse cap. 1879 Patent date on gripping section. May never have held ink. Near mint+

$250

36 Montblanc 1935 202 Safety eyedropper-fill in Black Hard Rubber. GFT. Medium, extra-flexible nib. A tad of cap imprint
wear (fully readable), otherwise near mint. Very rare!

$500

37 Moore 1908 #6 Safety eyedropper-fill in BCHR “Checkerboard” design, with two ½" GF bands, also Checkerboard
chased, carrying the barrel design into the bands.  Crisp color & chasing, with no signs of use. Fine,
flexible nib. Near mint.

$600

38 Moore 1915 Trench Pen model 62/6.00 Safety eyedropper-fill in Black Chased Hard Rubber. Cap imprinted “THE INK
TAB” with patent dates. Cap-top unscrews to access ink pellet storage.  The top 1 3/16" of the cap, which
is the pellet storage compartment, unscrews for removal. Medium nib. Near mint+ and fully restored.

$400

39 Wirt, Paul 1900 #2 Taper Cap eyedropper-fill in Black Chased Hard Rubber. Two GF chased barrel bands. Fine, flexible
nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$300

40 Wirt, Paul 1905 #2 eyedropper-fill in Black Chased Hard Rubber.  Crisp, and beautiful color! Early, overfeed model. Broad
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers.

$175



Limited and Special Editions - (Omas LEs in Following Section)

41 Aurora 2010 Europa Sketch Pencil LE #416/999 in Pearl Grey with Black Veining. 5.6mm lead (included). Blue Quartz
cabochon adorns the top. CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original leather pouch.  $475 on Amazon. 

$250

42 Aurora 2010 Afrika Sketch Pencil LE #574/999 in Pearl Yellow with Brown Veining. 5.6mm lead (included). Black
Quartz cabochon adorns the top. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original leather pouch.  $500 on Amazon. 

$250

43 Aurora 2010 Asia Sketch Pencil LE #574/999 in Pearl Green Brown Veining. 5.6mm lead (included). Green Quartz
cabochon adorns the top. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original leather pouch.  $500 on Amazon. 

$250

44 Danitrio 1997 Grand Phantas LE # 14/50 cartridge/converter-fill in 18K Solid Gold. Sculptured dragons on a sterling
silver cap and barrel. Sterling silver gripping section as well. Decorated with diamonds and ruby eyes in
the dragons. Two-tone 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original wooden box. No outer box or
papers. Converter included. List price $8000.

$2000

45 Montblanc 1994 Prince Regent PIF LE #069/888 in 18K Solid Gold Overlay on Blue. Outstandingly beautiful and rare.
Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer sleeve and papers. 

$4000

46 Montblanc 1994 Agatha Christie Ball Pen LE in Black with sterling silver trim and "snake" clip with red eyes (genuine
rubies). A tribute to this famous author. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with all papers, barrel label,
inner (book) box and white outer sleeve Outer box missing..

$900

47 Montblanc 1994 Agatha Christie Ball Pen LE in Black with sterling silver trim and "snake" clip with red eyes (genuine
rubies). A tribute to this famous author. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with all papers, inner (book)
box, outer box, and white outer sleeve 

$950

48 Parker 1965 75 Spanish Treasure cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver. The first Limited Edition fountain pen ever
produced! New-old-stock. Mint in box with felt pouch, notarized certificate of authenticity, rare doubloon
coin with parchment description, nib adjustment tool, cartridges and converter. Comes in a hinged
wooden box with a map of the area in which the armada sank on the top cover, and a cross section of
one of the ships displayed on the inside cover. No outer sleeve. Fine nib. Original converter. 

$1350

49 Visconti 2003 Wall Street Power-fill LE edition of 4000 in Green Laminated. Silver-plate trim (I believe). Two-tone 18K
extra-fine nib. Near mint+. No box or papers.

$400



50
51

Parker 1976 75 Americana Pewter Ball Pen - Fibre-Tip (Rollerball) set LE #5318/10000 in brushed Pewter. Comes in
the red velvet lined, hinged, covered desk stand, replicating a colonial writing stand.. In the cap tassie of
both pens is a piece of wood from Independence Hall. The shape of the clip represents a bell
clapperNew-old-stock. Mint in original box with all original packaging. [Two available]. Close-up photo
with packaging. Fibretip pen for above set. Can be used with a roller-ball refill as well. Mint.

$1350

52 Pelikan 2003 M101 “1931 Originals of Their Times” LE 3449/5000 PIF. Cap & barrel in White Rolled Gold with
alternating Barley & Plain panels. Visualated barrel. 18C med nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
papers, black middle box & white outer box. Very rare, due to the desirability & the small production run.

$1600

53 Pelikan 1997 M111 “1931 Originals of Their Times” LE 0537/1931 PIF in 18K Solid Gold with alternating Barley and
Plain panels. Black cap with 18C bands. Visualated barrel. 18C fine nib. GF clip. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers, and white outer box. Very rare! 

$1400

54 Sheaffer 1996 "Asia Series Bamboo Royal Selangor" Special Edition cartridge/converter-fill in Pewter. Cap and barrel
with sculptured relief bamboo designs. Two-toned 18K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
custom designed wooden box with papers and cartridges. Converter included.

$350

55 Stipula 2006 Junem Jerusalem LE #52/100 cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Brushed Sterling Silver Smooth cap.
Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, converter, cartridge and outer sleeve. Buy
with matching serial number pen below at $375.

$200

56 Stipula 2006 Junem Jerusalem LE #52/100 cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Brushed Sterling Silver Pinstriped cap.
Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, converter, cartridge and outer sleeve. Buy
with matching serial number pen above at $375.

$200

57 Visconti 1998 Erotic Art Shunga LE 0245/1069 Silver plunger-fill in Woodgrain Ebonite. Sterling Silver trim. Celebrates
Casanova’s 200th birthday. The outer barrel shows a serene scene of two Geisha in a garden.  Removing
the outer barrel reveals hidden erotic art, reproduced from museum Japanese Shunga Panels, with erotic
art originally designed to instruct young brides and as lucky charms to be carried by warriors  (warning:
some might say “xxx” rated”). Two-tone, 18K fine nib. No box or papers. New-old-stock. Mint.

$800

58 Parker 1976 75 Independence Hall #7613/10000 cartridge/converter-fill in Pewter. Comes in a hinged wooden
presentation/storage box. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with key, plaque, cartridge,
converter, cellophane sleeve, felt carrying case, papers, velvet outer bag and outer box. 

$600



New-Old-Stock Modern Omas - Right from the Factory Warehouse. Includes Prototypes, Limited and Special Editions

59 Omas 1993 Galileo Galilei Ball Pen in “Wild” (Black & Pearl). GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer box
and papers. Refill included.

$475

60 Omas 1994 Ogiva AM87 PIF in Green Briarwood. GPT, including bands on the cap and gripping section. Two-toned,
14K fine nib New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$475

61 Omas 1998 1930 Princess faceted 12-sided 75th Anniversary tasseled ring-top PIF in Saft Green (Green Marble). GP
trim.  Two-toned, fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve,
leather pouch and papers (ink bottle missing).

$290

62 Omas 1998 1930 Le Preziose faceted, 12-sided in Black with high polish smooth Sterling Silver cap. Vermeil clip and
center Greek-Key cap band. Matching bands on gripping section. Two-tone 18K medium nib.  New-old-
stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$465

63 Omas 1998 1930 Le Preziose faceted, 12-sided PIF in high polish smooth Vermeil cap and barrel. Matching 3 GP
bands on gripping section. Two-tone 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve,
cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers..

$680

64 Omas 1998 Milord Le Preziose faceted 12-sided PIF in Black with high polished Sterling Silver cap. GP trim, including
matching bands on the cap and gripping section. Two-tone 18K medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in box
with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$600

65 Omas 1998 Milord faceted 12-sided PIF in Red. GPT. Cap and gripping section each with three bands, including the
wide, Greek-Key middle band. Roller-ball clip. 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer
sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$320

66 Omas 1998 Prototype. Milord faceted 12-sided cartridge/converter-fill in “Blue Venezia.” Factory marked on cap
“Prototype!” Roller-ball clip. Platinum plate trim, including the faceted bands at the top and bottom of the
gripping section. 18K fine nib. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch & papers.

$440

67 Omas 1998 Paragon faceted 12-sided PIF in Rose Ebony Wood. Sterling Silver gripping section. Rhodium plate trim.
18K medium nib. Roller-ball clip. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane
sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$600



68 Omas 1998 Paragon faceted 12-sided PIF in Black. Sterling Silver gripping section. Rhodium plate trim. Two-toned,
18K fine nib. Roller-ball clip. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather
pouch and papers.

$475

69 Omas 2001 Ogiva S2001 Edition PIF in Sterling Silver Cap & Barrel. Cap & barrel both in Guilloche. 18K medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$520

70 Omas 2001 Ogiva S2001 Edition PIF in Black with Sterling Silver cap. Cap & barrel both in Guilloche. 18K medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$395

71 Omas 2001 Ogiva S2001 Edition PIF in Black with Vermeil cap (GP on sterling silver). Cap & barrel both in Guilloche.
18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with cellophane sleeve, papers and leather pouch. New-old-
stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$395

72 Omas 2005 Pallazzo Bologna PIF in Autunno (Dark Greens and Golden Hues). Sterling silver gripping section.
Rhodium plate trim. 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane
sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$650

73 Omas 2010 Prototype. The Silk Way PIF LE. Factory imprinted “PRE 06.” Enamel and Vermeil (GP on sterling
silver). Embroided with images of the silk trade and its history. 18K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
wooden box with ink, cellophane sleeve, papers, polishing cloth, leather pouch and outer sleeve. The
1000 LE retails for $2,700

$990

74 Omas 2000 Prototype. 360 Blue La Royale (rare color). Factory marked on cap “Prototype!” Rhodium-plate trim,
including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box
with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$800

75 Omas 2008 360 “Personal Computer”PIF LE # 0011/1008 in Guilloche Aluminum. Matching gripping section. 18K fine
nib. Clip represents an abacus. New-old-stock. Mint in unique black wooden box with cellophane sleeve
and papers. 

$750

76 Omas 2011 Prototype 360 Oversize “Vintage” PIF in translucent Smokey Black. Factory engraved “000/360
PROTO.” GPT, including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 18K fine nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in box with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$800



77 Omas 2011 Prototype. 360 Grey London. Factory marked on cap “Prototype!” Rhodium-plate trim,
including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 18K nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
box with outer box, outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$700

78 Omas 2011 360 Oversize PIF in Mezzo White. Triangular shaped. Rhodium-plate trim, including matching
bands on the cap and gripping section. 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers. 

$280

79 Omas 2012 360 Oversize PIF in Black. GPT, including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 
Two-toned, 18K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve,
leather pouch and papers.

$350

80 Omas 2012 360 Oversize PIF in Red. Triangular shaped. GPT, including matching bands on the cap and
gripping section.  Two-toned 18K medium nib. New-old-stock.  New-old-stock. Mint in box
with outer sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch and papers.

$350

81 Omas 2014 “Mille Miglia” PIF in Red with Rhodium plated cap and barrel. Numbered “722" for the number
of the winning car in the 1955 Mille Miglia race. 18K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with outer box and papers. The outside of the inner box with some stains. 

$300

82 Omas 2015 360 Oversize PIF in Burkina. Sterling silver gripping section. Rhodium plate trim. 18K
medium nib. Mint in box with outer box & sleeve, cellophane sleeve, leather pouch & papers.

$750

83 Omas 2015 90th Anniversary Cavalier Armando Simoni LE #66/90 3-Fountain Pen set in Grey Pearl. Only
90 sets worldwide. The first pen is the 12-sided facetedParagon Two-toned, 18K BBB nib. GP
trim, including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. The entire 3-piece set is new-
old-stock. Mint in box with cellophane sleeves, papers, polishing cloth and leather pouches.

$2800

84 Omas 2015 360 PIF. The second of three pens in set. Two-toned, 18K medium nib. Rhodium plate trim,
including matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 

Set

85 Omas 2015 Ogiva PIF. The third of three pens in set. 14K fine nib.  Rhodium plate trim, including
matching bands on the cap and gripping section. 

Set



A Page of Parker 51

86 Parker 1947 51 Vacumatic-fill set in Midnight Blue. 1/10 14K gold-filled cap in alternating pinstriped, plain and wavy
line panels 
(Rare cap). Fine nib. Near mint+ in original box.

$325

87 Parker 1947 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

88 Parker 1947 51 Vacumatic-fill in Midnight Blue. 1/10 14K gold-filled cap in alternating 9 pinstriped panels. Medium/fine
nib. Near mint+.

$150

89 Parker 1948 51 Vacumatic-fill in Mustard. Double jeweled. 1/10 14K gold-filled cap in alternating wavy and straight
lines (rare). Fine nib. Near mint+.

$550

90 Parker 1948 51 Aerometric-fill set in Plum (rare). 1/10 14K gold-filled cap in “5 Converging Lines” pattern. Medium nib.
Near mint+ with perfectly clear plyglass.

$425

91 Parker 1945 Cap-activated Pencil for above set. Set

92 Parker 1948 51 Aerometric-fill in Cocoa. 1/10 12K “Rolled Gold” (gold-filled) cap in 5-Converging Line pattern. Medium
nib. Near mint with perfectly clear plyglass. 

$200

93 Parker 1951 Cap-activated Pencil for above set. Set

94 Parker 1950 51 Demi Aerometric-fill Set in Cocoa (Tan). Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) caps. New-old-stock, with
perfectly clear plyglass. Mint in original box. Two available: (1) Medium/fine nib; (1) Fine nib.

$175

95 Parker 1950 Cap-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

96 Parker 1969 Mark III Aerometric-fill in Black.  Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) cap. Fine nib. New-old-stock, with
perfectly clear plyglass and clip label. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. The Mark II (circa 1965)
changed the shape of the 51 to closer to the 61, but used the same clip.  The Mark III used a clip with
longer feathers. Barrels are not interchangeable, as the threads are different. Very hard to find.

$175



Modern Ball Pens & Roller Balls

97 Delta 1994 Extrema Rollerball in Titanium and Carbon Fibre. Refill included & readily available. New-old-stock. Mint. $125

98 Hysek, Jorg 2000 Kilada Linear Gloss interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Silver & Black. Twisting the top of the pen
propels and repeals the refill (included and readily available). Fluted barrel. New-old-stock. Mint.

$150

99 Hysek, Jorg 2000 Kilada Linear interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Black & Black. See above for more information. $150

100 Hysek, Jorg 2000 Kilada Linear interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Black & Yellow. See above for more information. $150

101 Hysek, Jorg 2000 Black Carbon Fibre Roller Ball.  Palladium plate trim.  Twist activated. Twisting the top of the pen propels
and repeals the refill. Very minor surface mars noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint.

$125

102 Lepine, J.P. 2000 Zeemanta interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Stainless Steel & Blue Pearl resin. Twisting the top of
the pen propels & repels the refill through the top of the pen!  Handmade in the mountains of France.
Designed with a spaceship look. Minor surface mars noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint.

$100

103 Lepine, J.P. 2000 Zeemanta interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Stainless Steel and Red Pearl resin. See above for
model description. Very minor surface mars noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint.

$100

104 Lepine, J.P. 2000 Zeemanta interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in Stainless Steel and Black Pearl resin. See above for
model description. . Very minor surface mars noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint.

$100

105 Lepine, J.P. 2000 Zeemanta interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in all Stainless Steel See above for model description. 
Very minor surface mars noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint. $175 on the Internet.

$100

106 Parker 1993 Duofold Ball Pen in Marbled Red. GPT. Twist-activated. New-old-stock. Mint in original box (hinges
broken) with papers and outer box. Refill included.

$150

107 Underwood 2010 Forest Hill Guilloche Grani D’Orge interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in polished chrome. Luxury
product, made in France. Twist-activated. Refill included and readily available.  New-old-stock. Mint.

$150

108 Underwood 2010 Forest Hill Black Ebonite interchangeable Ball Pen/Rollerball in polished chrome. Luxury product, made
in France. Twist-activated. Refill included and readily available.  New-old-stock. Mint.

$150

109 Waterman 2008 Ici Rollerball in metallic Blue (beautiful). CPT. New-old-stock. Mint with papers and snap-closing case. $50



For Your Holiday Gifts (or for Yourself) - New-old-Stock. Mint in Box. $100 or Less, Listed by Price

110 Parker 2000 Jotter button-activated ball pen in Black with Lustraloy (brushed stainless steel) cap. New-old-stock. Mint
in original display box. New refill included. [Two available]

$15

111 Parker 2000 Jotter button-activated ball pen in Burgundy with Lustraloy (brushed stainless steel) cap. New-old-stock.
Mint in original display box. New refill included. 

$15

112 Anonymous 2010 #2 size cartridge/converter-fill in Green, Black & Tan Wood. I don’t know if this is some special exotic
wood used by a modern pen turner (if you know, let me know). GP alloy nib marked “Iridium Point W
Germany.” New-old-stock. Mint in original form-fitted wooden box. Converter included.

$35

113 Lanex 2010 Model 101 “Oceanic” large cartridge/converter-fill FTN in what appears to be blue, black & green enamel.
GPT. Large, 2-tone fine alloy nib imprinted “Iridium Point Germany.” Quite attractive. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with outer sleeve.. Converter included. Date approximate.

$40

114 Parker 1976 Window Jotter in Blue. Button-activated with Lustraloy (brushed stainless steel) cap. Barrel imprinted
"The Parker Pen Company Janesville Wisconsin 87th Annual Report Fiscal Year Ended February 29
Sales $ Millions...Other Per Share 1976 1975." Pressing the button displays various year end financial
data in the window. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$45

115 Parker 1978 25th Anniversary Jotter in Blue. Button-activated with Lustraloy cap. Barrel imprinted "Arrow Park 25th
Anniversary 1953-1978. These are rare, as they were not sold but only given to staff, staff families,
retirees and special guests of the Anniversary event. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$45

116 Waterman 1973 Graduate cartridge-converter-fill FTN-BPN set in Brushed Stainless Steel. Polished chrome clip and
black ends. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Cartridges and converter included.

$60

117 Waterman 1973 Graduate Ball Pen for above set. Polished Chrome clip. Comes with modern “Snip-it” refill installed
(replacements readably available).

Set

118 Waterman 1973 Graduate cartridge-converter-fill FTN-RBL set in Brushed Stainless Steel. Polished-chrome clip and black
ends. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Cartridges and converter included.

$60

119 Waterman 1973 Graduate Rollerball for above set. Polished Chrome clip. Refill included. Set



120 Parker 1984 Classic Accent Ball Pen in Windsor (light pastel) Blue. CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers and outer sleeve. Refill included.

$75

121 Visconti 2005 Traveling Inkwell (Ink Pot) in Black & Clear acrylic. GPT. Mint in box with eyedropper
and instructions. New-old-stock. Mint.

$75

122 Sheaffer 2000 Targa 1005 Rollerball - Pencil Set in Fluted Gold-electroplate. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers. Refill included. 

$75

123 Sheaffer 2000 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

124 Sheaffer 1960 Imperial cartridge/converter-fill in Burgundy. GFT. Inlaid, 14K medium/fine nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box (ink stain on outside of box). Converter included.

$75

125 Sheaffer 1960 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

126 Wahl
Eversharp

1998 Skyline cartridge/converter-fill in Black. Gold-plate Horizontally Chased cap. The late
1990s reproduction of the original Eversharp Skyline. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with papers and outer sleeve.

$100

127 Wahl
Eversharp

1925 #2 LF ring-top set in Black Chevron & Pinstripe Chased Hard Rubber. GFT. Fine
point. New-old-stock. Mint in original box (a little worn).

$100

128 Wahl
Eversharp

1925 Twist-activated Pencil for above set. Set



New-old-Stock. Mint in Box. $110 to $450, Listed by Price

129 Parker 2007 Sonnet Dimonte cartridge/converter-fill in 14K Gold-filled (alternating pinstripe and plain
panels). Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer sleeve, papers,
cartridges and converter.

$110

130 Pelikan 2015 M205 Classic Duo - Demonstrator PIF in Yellow. CPT. Double-broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in box with bottle of highlighter ink, papers and outer box.  

$100

131 Sheaffer 1945 #5 Feather-touch LF set in Green. GFT. Two-toned medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box.

$110

132 Sheaffer 1945 Pen for above set. Set

133 Parker 1990 95 GT Flighter cartridge/converter-fill FTN-BPN-PCN set in Brushed Lustraloy (Stainless
Steel). GPT. Semi-hooded nib (fine). New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, cartridges,
converter and outer box. [Also available as FTN-BPN set @ $95].

$110

134 Parker 1990 Ball Pen for above set. Refill included. Set

135 Parker 1990 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

136 Tiffany 1980 “T” rollerball in Smooth Sterling Silver. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with refill and green
velvet carrying pouch. Give her the gift of Tiffany!

$125

137 Sheaffer 1976 Targa 1007 cartridge/converter-fill in Small Squared (checkered). Inlaid, medium nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with papers (box a little distressed). Converter included.

$125

138 Sheaffer 1990 Crest Model 593 Mark II cartridge/converter-fill in Black Lacque with 23K electroplate,
pinstriped cap. Two-tone, wrap-around Triumph nib (medium). New-old-stock. Mint in box with
papers and outer sleeve.

$125



139 Namiki 2000 Impressions cartridge/converter-fill in Sapphire (Purple and Red Marble). GPT. Fine nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.

$150

140 Sheaffer 1949 Statesman Touchdown-fill set in Dark Blue. GFT. Large, open two-toned medium/fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Twist-activated pencil.

$145

141 Sheaffer 1949 Pen for above set. Set

142 Namiki 2000 Impressions Ballpen-Pencil set in Emerald (Green Marble). GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers. Refill included..

$150

143 Namiki 2000 Cap-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

144 Sheaffer 1990 Targa 1007 cartridge/converter-fill set in gold-electroplate “Geometric” design (crosshatch
with fine pinstriping). Inlaid, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers. 

$150

145 Sheaffer 1990 Twist-activated Ball pen for above set. Set

146 Waterman 1949 Crusader 516 LF in Black. Aluminum Gold-Anodized Cap with 5 Horizontal Bands. NP lever.
Medium, flex nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cellophane sleeve.

$150

147 Waterman 1949 Crusader 516 LF in Black. Aluminum Gold-Anodized Cap with 5 Horizontal Bands. NP lever.
Medium, flex nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cellophane sleeve, papers, barrel
label and outer sleeve.

$150

148 Aurora 2010 Sketch Pencil in Mare Blue. 5.6mm lead (included). CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original
leather pouch. $300 on the Internet.

$150

148 Aurora 2010 Optima Mini 960CMXA Pencil in Burgundy Auroloide. CPT. 1.12 mm lead (included). New-
old-stock. Mint in original leather (alligator) pouch
$300 on the Internet.

$150



150 Montblanc 1957 Monte Rosa 042 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. GP alloy extra-fine/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with cellophane sleeve and papers.

$150

151 Waterman 1946 Cornith Taperite LF in Black with ringed “Astralite” cap (Waterman’s name for brushed stainless steel –
Parker called it “Lustraloy”). GFT. Semi-hooded medium/fine, italic nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
“Desk Tray” box (cover missing, but the desk tray is still there.

$150

152 Waterman 1946 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

153 Sheaffer 1986 Targa 1020 set cartridge/converter-fill in Smooth Polished Brass (rare). Comes in form-fitted box with
matching cartridge case and pen case. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and
outer sleeve. Converter included.

$175

154 Waterman 1949 Crusader 516 LF in Burgundy. Aluminum Gold-Anodized Cap with 5 Horizontal Bands. NP lever. Medium,
flex nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cellophane sleeve, papers, barrel label and outer sleeve.

$175

155 Parker 1974 75 Insignia cartridge/converter-fill in 22K Gold-electroplate. Rarer model with no indicia. Extra-fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in box with original clip label.

$175

156 Parker 1975 Duofold Ballpen in Chocolate Pinstripe. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original “drawer” box with felt sleeve,
inner box and outer sleeve. Refill included. [Buy with matching fountain pen, item #156 below, at $495).

$175

157 Parker 2004 Jotter Jubilee Ball Pen in Yellow with Sterling Silver cap and “Night & Day” barrel Overlay. New-old-stock.
Mint in box with refill, papers and outer box.

$175

158 Sheaffer 1949 Tuckaway Lifetime Triumph plunger-fill set in Black with GF cap (alternating wavy line, pinstripe and plain
panels). Two-tone, medium nib. The smallest ding in the cap top (can’t even see it in the photo),
otherwise near mint+ in original box. 

$175

159 Sheaffer 1949 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set



160 Parker 1976 Special Edition Pewter Button set (4 large & 5 small) which are exact replicas of those worn by the
Massachusetts 10th Regiment which distinguished itself during the Revolutionary War. New-old-stock.
Mint in a laser engraved wooden storage/display case, with papers and outer sleeve. Laser engraved with
an eagle and “Respect for the past. Enthusiasm for the Future.” An extraordinarily rare piece of Parker
ephemera!

$200

161 Parker 1974 75 cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver Crosshatch. GFT. Extra-fine nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with outer sleeve and clip label. Converter included.

$200

162 Parker 1965 75 cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver Crosshatch. GFT. Fine nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with outer sleeve and box label. Converter included.

$200

163 Montblanc 1999 Boehme “Noir et Noir” Ball Pen in Black with Black Jewel in Clip. Rhodium plate trim. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers and outer sleeve. Refill included.

$200

164 Pelikan 1990 M400 PIF in Black. GPT. Visualated barrel. Two-tone 18C medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
outer box.

$200

165 Montblanc 1955 32 PIF set in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original desirable
“tortoise” box with original barrel nib size label.

$225

166 Montblanc 1955 Clip-activated ball pen for above set. Set

167 Parker 1926 Duofold Jr. BF set in Cardinal (Red). GFT. Fine nib. Near mint in original box. $225

168 Parker 1926 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

169 W’ahl
Eversharp

1942 Skyline LF set in Brown. GF, horizontally chased caps. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
guarantee.

$250

170 W’Eversharp 1942 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set



171 Waterman 1989 Man Bicentennial Revolution Ball Pen in Black. GPT. Manufactured in honor of the 200th anniversary of
the French Revolution. Clip engraved with three flying birds and "1789 1989." New-old-stock. Mint in
original hinged box, with wooden outer box (top with heat imprinted bicentennial graphics), instructions,
guarantee and Certificate of Authenticity. Refill included.

$250

172 Waterman 1983 Le Man 100 Opera cartridge/converter-fill in Black & Guilloche (Chased) Hard Rubber. GPT. Two-toned,
fine nib. Early version, before the “Globe” nib, introduced in 1989). New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers, cartridges and converter. 

$250

173 Parker 2005 100 cartridge/converter-fill in Cobalt Blue (light blue). Gold-plate brushed metal cap. New-old-stock. Mint
in box with papers and converter. Two available: (1) Fine nib; (1) Medium nib.

$200

174 Parker 2005 100 cartridge/converter-fill in Honey White. Gold-plate brushed metal cap. Medium nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in box with papers, felt pouch and converter.

$200

175 Discus 1930 #2 BF in Red Hard Rubber. A very rare long-short pen (3 3/4" closed; 5 7/8" open with cap posted) from
this small, highly collectible German (Bonn) manufacturer. Alloy flexible nib. Take advantage of the
opportunity to add this rare pen to your collection. Near mint in original leather pouch,

$200

176 Sheaffer 1952 Statesman Snorkel Touchdown-fill in Peacock Blue (rare color). GFT. Wrap-around, Palladium, Triumph
nib (medium). New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.

$250

177 Namiki 1990 Matsu (Bonsai Trees) cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Maki-e art work. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in box.

$250

178 Parker 1975 75 Place Vendome Prince De Galles FTN-BPN set in Chrome-plate. Beautiful looking set! Medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$275

179 Parker 1975 Cap-activated Ball Pen for above set. Set

180 Waterman 1998 L’Etalon Collection cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver Basket-weave. Beautiful! Medium nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.

$275



181 Parker 1990 Duofold Ball Pen - Pencil set in Blue Marble. GPT, New-old-stock. Mint in original
box. Refill included.

$300

182 Parker 1990 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

183 Sheaffer 1937 Model 1275 Lifetime Triumph 1st Year Crest LF set in Brown Striped. Gold-filled caps
in alternating 6 pinstripes and plain panels. Rare model with the barrel threads at the
very end of the gripping section. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$300

184 Sheaffer 1937 Twist-activated pencil for above set Set

185 Waterman 1931 52V LF in Golden Web set (rare). GFT. Broad, italic nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box (small ink stains).

$300

186 Waterman 1931 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

187 Sheaffer 1937 Model 5000 (rare) Lifetime Triumph Plunger-fill set in Black with 14K Solid Gold caps
(alternating pinstripe and plain panels). Both barrels engraved, “Lehigh Structural
Steel Company To George W. Welty 25 Years of Service,” and both caps engraved,
“GWW.” George was a supervisor at the company who retired after 50 years at age
66 (I wonder what gift he received then). He passed away 20 years later in 1987.
Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with original gold colored felt
sleeves.  Twist-activated pencil.

$300

189 Duchessa 1950 Model 5112 BF set in 18K Rolled Gold (gold-filled). The pattern is Stars formed
within fine pinstriping (unusual & beautiful). Hooded nib (fine, semi-flexible). Near
mint+ in zipper pouch.

$300

190 Duchessa 1950 Button-activated repeater Pencil for above set. Set



191 Wahl
Eversharp

1943 Fifth Avenue LF $64 set in Black. This is a rare version, with "6$4" factory imprinted on the 14K cap
(more about this in a moment). Martin L. Strauss bought the shaky Wahl Co. in 1939. By the early
1940's, with their sponsorship of the radio show Take it or Leave It," both the phrase The $64 Question
and the Eversharp Company were on the map. Strauss sold tens of millions of dollars of $64 model pen
and pencil sets. It is believed that the few of these pens and sets which have solid gold caps factory
imprinted "6$4" caps (like this example) were not sold but were awarded as prizes on the radio show, and
are therefore extremely rare. Barrel engraved: “R.G. Adams.”  Was he a winner on the show? Fine nib.
Near mint+ in original box (some wear to outer edge of box).

$300

192 W’ Eversharp 1943 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

193 Wahl
Eversharp

1943 Fifth Avenue LF Set in Brown with 14K Caps. With it’s semi-hooded nib, this was supposed to be Wahl’s
answer to the Parker 51. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$350

194 W’ Eversharp 1943 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

195 Parker 1994 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Chocolate Pinstripe. Platinum plated trim. Two-toned 18K,
medium nib. Mint in original lacquered wood box with papers, outer box and outer sleeve. Converter
included. [Buy with matching Ballpen, item #156 above, @ $495.] 

$350

196 Pelikan 1988 M760 PIF Sovereign Jubilee 150th Anniversary in Gold-electroplate Barleycorn. GPT. Two-toned, 18C
broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.

$350

197 Pelikan 1988 M750 PIF Sovereign Jubilee 150th Anniversary in Sterling Silver Barleycorn. GPT. Two-toned, 18C fine
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer sleeve

$350

198 Parker 1988 Duofold Centennial Collector’s Edition cartridge/converter-fill in Marbled Blue. GPT. Two-toned,18K “63
(fine) nib. Plaque on cap-top “Centennial 1898 - 1988.”New-old-stock. Mint in original box with wooden
desk tray with plaque, ink bottle and papers. Converter included.

$350

199 Waterman 1998 Edson Rollerball in Sapphire Blue with Matte Gold-electroplate cap. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers and outer box. Inner blue box with scuffs. Refill included.

$375

200 Waterman 1924 452 ½ LF in Sterling Silver “Basket-weave” overlay on BHR. Very expressive, fine, extra-flexible nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original Waterman Christmas box! What could be a better present?

$400



201 Montblanc 1988 147R LeGrande Traveler cartridge-fill in Burgundy. On request, I can easily convert the pen to also use a
piston converter (one would then be included). The pen could then not be returned. 2-tone, 18K medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Cartridge included. Long discontinued.  

$400

202 Waterman 1995 Patrician Le Man 100 cartridge/converter-fill in Emerald Green Lacquer. GPT. Two-toned, 18K
medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original wooden box with outer box. Converter included.

$400

203 Waterman 1920 0552 LF in Gold-filled “Sheraton” on BHR. One of the rarer patterns. Indicia engraved in very attractive
script, “R. Russo.” Medium, flexible nib. A few pinpoint scars to the cap top visible with a loop, otherwise
near mint+ in original box

$400

204 Pelikan 2005 M620 PIF “Piazza Navona Famous Places Special Edition” in semi-transparent Amber with Bronze
elements. Gold-plated trim, including the bands on the cap, barrel, and upper lip of the gripping section. 
Two-toned 18C, fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer box (a bit threadbare).

$425

205 Pelikan 1988 M650 PIF in Green Striped with Vermeil (gold-plate on sterling silver) pinstriped cap. Visualated barrel.
Two-toned, 18K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with outer box.

$450

206 Montblanc 2000 144 cartridge/converter-fill PIF in Gold Plate (not vermeil).Two-tone, 18K medium nib. Minor surface
scratches noticeable with a loop, otherwise near mint+. In original box with papers.  Converter included. 

$450

207 Montblanc 1975 146 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Medium, semi-flex nib. Ebonite feed. New-old-stock. Mint in
box with instructions.

$450

208 Sheaffer 1959 PFM V Snorkel Touchdown-fill in Black with GF cap. Medium “Ball” nib.  New-old-stock, with most of
original barrel decal. Mint in original box (a little threadbare). 

$450

209 Sheaffer 1970 Nostalgia cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Vermeil (gold-plate on sterling silver) 3-Leaf Filigree
overlay. Medium point. New-old-stock. Mint in box with plastic sleeve, outer box  and outer sleeve.

$450

210 Conway
Stewart

1951 100 LF in Black. GFT. The largest pen made in this model. Top of the line Conway Stewart. Fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box. .

$450

211 Parker 1926 Duofold Sr. “Big Red” BF in Cardinal. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box (a little distress
on the box bottom).

$450



New-old-Stock. Mint in Box. $500 or above. Listed by Price

212 Waterman 1978 Director General cartridge/converter-fill FTN-RBL-BPN set in Smooth Gold Plate. Model “1"
with Red Enamel panel inserts on the clips, barrels & gripping section. Rare & beautiful – a
major step-up from the CF pens of the time! Semi-hooded medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box (rub marks in box). Converter included.

$500

213 Waterman 1978 Rollerball/Fineliner for above set. Refill for each included. Set

214 Waterman 1978 Twist-activated Ballpen for above set. Refill included. Proprietary refill which is still in use by
Cartier and Tiffany and readably available in-store and on-line (contact us should you need
sourcing information).

Set

215 Montblanc 2013 149 PIF in Black. GPT. Visualated barrel. Two-toned, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with ink bottle, papers and outer box (one small tear). List ca. $1000.

$500

216 Conway
Stewart

1951 24 LF Set in Cracked Ice. GFT. Medium/broad, oblique nib (shaped like left foot).
New-old-stock. Mint in original box (box a bit threadbare and with one small ink stain).

$500

217 C’Stewart 1951 Twist-activated pencil for above set.

218 Sheaffer 1959 PFM IV Snorkel Set in Burgundy. Polished Chrome caps with GFT. Medium/fine nib. New-old-
stock. Mint in original box with original barrel decals and papers.

$525

219 Sheaffer 1959 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

220 Waterman 1925 452 LF Set in Sterling Silver “Basket-Weave” pattern. Extra fine/fine nib. Near mint in original
box. Beautiful set with deep, crisp imprint and no oxidation of the rubber at all!

$550

221 Waterman 1925 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set



222 Montblanc 1950 142 Masterpiece PIF Set in Black Celluloid (pre-precious resin). GFT. Long, visualated window with
perfect vertical lines. Broad, right-oblique, flexible nib (shaped like left foot). New-old-stock. Mint in
original box.

$600

223 Montblanc 1950 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

224 Pelikan 1996 M700 PIF Toledo in Vermeil (gold-fill over sterling silver). Two-tone, 18C medium nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box. No outer box.

$600

225 Pelikan 2004 M450 PIF in Honey Green Tortoise Striped. Vermeil (gold-filled on Sterling Silver) “Fluted Pinstripe” cap
and turning knob. Two-toned 18C medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer
box. [Two available (slightly different boxes)].

$650

226 Montblanc 1972 149 PIF in Black. GPT. Early model with ebonite feed, 14C 3-tone nib(medium/broad, semi-flexible) and
black thread inside the turning knob. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.. 

$650

227 Sheaffer 1970 Nostalgia cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Sterling Silver 3-Leaf Filigree overlay. Medium point. New-
old-stock. Mint in box with plastic sleeve, outer box  and outer sleeve.

$700

228 Parker 1970 T-1 cartridge/converter-fill FTN-BPN set in Titanium. GFT. A short lived model, as Parker discovered that
it cost them more to make than their selling price of the pen! They eventually used up the caps and
barrels for the Parker 75, which didn't require the complicated titanium integrated gripping section and nib
unit. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original signed “T-1" box with papers, original cartridges (long
evaporated), rare T-1 paperwork and outer sleeve. Converter included.

$900

229 Parker 1970 Cap-activated Ball Pen for above Set. Set

230 Montblanc 1955 146 PIF in Celluloid (pre-injection molding). GFT. Visualated barrel with vertical pinstriping. Very rare,
medium, extra-flexible nib. Near mint (some wear to the window lines) in original tortoise plastic box. 

$1100

231
232

Parker 1970 T-1 cartridge/converter-fill FTN-PCN set in Titanium. GFT. A short lived model, as Parker discovered that
it cost them more to make than their selling price of the pen! They eventually used up the caps and
barrels for the Parker 75, which didn't require the complicated titanium integrated gripping section and nib
unit. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original signed stand-up “T-1" box with original $100 price label,
styrene insert, cartridge (long evaporated) and outer box. Cap-activated Pencil for above set.

$900



Regular Alphabetical Section

233 Aurora 1975 88P PIF in Black. Gold-plated cap in alternating pinstriped and plain panels pattern. This was Italy’s
“hooded nib” answer to the Parker 51, and was almost as popular. It has the added feature of a
visualated barrel. Medium nib. Inlaid black enamel in clip. Near mint

$275

234 Conway
Stewart

1961 Model 58 LF set in Red Pearl Herringbone. GFT. Lovely looking, but user grade. Lever and a little clip
brassing. Imprint wear (fully readable) and surface scratches noticeable with a loop. Still, a very attractive
set with a very nice medium/fine nib. Excellent.

$225

235 C’Stewart 1961 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

236 Eagle 1910 Unusual Filling Mechanism: #2 “Flash” pull-filler in Black Chased Hard Rubber. To fill, pull the black
chased knob at the bottom of the barrel! (2) GF repousse barrel bands. NP accommodation clip (signed
“Modern”) Fine, triple-flexible nib (marked “14K.”). Not a very efficient filling mechanism, as the press
bar with its bottom fulcrum doesn't completely fill the bladder. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock). 

$250

237 Eagle 1920 #2 Vest Pocket length LF in Nickle-plate “Gothic” pattern. Some overall wear, but a highly unusual pen
and it has a wonderful fine, triple-flexible nib! Excellent+

$150

238 Franklin 1915 Unusual Filling Mechanism. #5 Plunger-fill in Black Chased Hard Rubber. Unusual “Chevron Panels”
chasing. Center barrel seam unscrews to reveal a plunger which is pulled to fill the upper barrel. Large,
fine, extra-flexible nib. NP accommodation clip, signed “Modern.” Near mint+.

$350

239 John Holland 1935 #4 LF in Ivory with Brown ends. Very attractive pen! GFT. Medium nib. Near mint. $250

240 Mabie Todd 1925 #2 LF ring-top in Green Moire set off nicely with yellow bands. Beautiful color. Medium, semi-flexible nib.
Near mint.

$100

241 Montblanc 1935 324 BF in Smooth Black Hard Rubber (rare model, especially in Hard Rubber in the mid 1930's). GFT
(rare to have only one cap band). Visualated barrel. Medium, extra-flexible nib. Near mint+ (could be
new-old-stock).

$475

242 Montblanc 1937 334 ½ PIF in Blue Marble (very rare). GFT. Visualated barrel. Fine, flexible nib. Near mint. $1250



243 Montblanc 1950 242 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Medium/broad, flexible nib. Near mint+ (Could be
new-old-stock).

$350

244 Montblanc 1955 214 BF in Coral Red (rare). GFT. Fine, flexible nib. Near mint. $500

245 Montblanc 1955 12 PIF in Black. GFT, including the wavy band. Semi-hooded nib (medium, flex). Near mint+ $195

246 Montblanc 1955 32 PIF in Black. GFT. Hooded, medium/fine nib. Blue visualated barrel threads. Near mint. $150

247 Morrison 1930 #7 "Black Beauty" LF in Black Chased Hard Rubber. Unusual chasing, which looks like bands
of horizontal knurling. White crown. GFT. GP fine nib. 

$85

248 Montblanc 2010 Starwalker Doue Rollerball or Fineliner in Black Resin. Transparent cap-top with floating star. 
Platinum-plate gripping section, cap & trim. Serial numbered cap. Near mint+.

$245

249 Omas 1963 “CS” PIF in Black Celluloid. The turning knob and top half of cap are 6 sided, while the rest of
the pen is round. (A PFM look-a-like!). GPT. Large, fine, flexible nib. Near mint+

$350

250 Parker 1926 Duofold Sr. “Big Red” in Cardinal, GFT. Medium nib. Just the slightest imprint wear, otherwise
near mint.

$350

251 Parker 1926 Duofold Sr. BF in Black. GFT. Medium nib. Center of imprint factory struck a little light. New-
old-stock. Mint. An outstanding example!

$500

252 Parker 1955 Prototype. Student "Victory" cartridge/converter-fill in White with brushed Lustraloy (stainless
steel) cap. Dimpled gripping section. When the barrel is removed, it provides access to an
area just below the gripping section for the student to add a paper with his or her name under
a protective clear plastic sleeve. Spring loaded clip. Never marketed. Alloy nib (medium).
New-old-stock. Mint and very rare!

$175

253 Parker 1955 Prototype. Student "Victory" cartridge/converter-fill in Grey with brushed Lustraloy (stainless
steel) cap. See above for model information. Alloy nib (medium). New-old-stock. Mint and
very rare!

$175



254 Parker 1946 VS “Vacumatic Successor” Mark I BF in Dark Blue. Brushed Lustraloy cap. During the first year of
production, a transparent feed was used, made from a then very modern “Lucite.” (It stained easily). The
Mark I had an aluminum button under the blind cap. The later, 1948 Mark II, used an Aerometric filling
system. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Near mint (the cap with a few scars) with original barrel labels.

$150

255 Parker 1947 VS “Vacumatic Successor” Mark I BF in Black. Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) cap. See above for
model history. 2nd year model with a black feed. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint with barrel labels.

$150

256 Parker 1947 VS “Vacumatic Successor” Mark I BF in Black. Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) cap. See above for
some model history. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint..

$125

257 Sheaffer 1937 “Autograph” 2000 Lifetime Triumph LF in Black. Visualated section. Two-toned Triumph wraparound
medium/fine nib. Back of cap band imprinted “FAL.” New-old-stock. Mint with original label.

$300

258 Sheaffer 1937 “Autograph” 2000 Lifetime Triumph LF in Black. Visualated section. Two-toned Triumph wraparound fine
nib. Band imprinted “FAL.” Near mint+. 

$275

259 Sheaffer 1938 WASP The Clipper Plunger-fill in Green Brickwork. WASP was one of Sheaffer’s depression era pens
along with Craig, Vacuum-Fill and Univer. GFT. Medium nib. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock).

$150

260 Sheaffer 2000 Legacy Touchdown-fill in Black. PFM look-a-like. GPT. Inlaid medium “Ball” nib (made for left handers but
good for right-handers as well). Near mint+.

$125

261 Soennecken 1951 333 Extra PIF in Golden Vertical Stripe (rare model). GFT. Medium/broad, italic nib. New-old-stock. Mint $300

262 Tabo 1947 "S" piston-fill in Golden Arco (beautiful). GFT.  Some Italian pen historians believe these early Tabo pens
were made by Omas. Military clip. Fine, extra-flexible nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint.

$625

263 Waterman 1927 Model 7 LF in Red Ripple with “Red” color band on the cap and “Red” imprinted nib. Waterman color
coded their caps and nibs for easy selection of the type of nib the user wanted. The “Red” nib is usually
medium, flexible, but this one has more flex, so I characterize it as medium, extra-flexible. Near mint+.

$650

264 Waterman 1927 Model 7 LF in Red Ripple with “Brown” color band on the cap and “Brown” imprinted nib. See above for
more information about the Model 7. The “Brown” nib is fine, flexible. New-old-stock. Mint.

$650

265 Waterman 1990 LeMan Opera Rollerball in Black Chased Hard Rubber over Brass. GPT. Near mint+. Refill included. $160


